At 9:00 A.M., with Professor A. A. Albert presiding, Professor André Weil delivered an address entitled, Abelian varieties. A session for short research papers was held at 10:15 A.M. with Professor Gordon Pall presiding. The meeting was closed at 12:30 P.M.
In the interval between the two sessions the Associate Secretary read a letter from Professor Inzinger, President of the Austrian Mathematical Society, asking for names of mathematicians who would be interested in receiving free a copy of the Nachrichten der Mathematischen Gesellschaft in Wein.
Local arrangements for this meeting were in charge of Dr. J. B. Crabtree.
There follow the complete abstracts of the papers presented at this meeting. The papers presented by title are designated by the letter "t." Paper no. 216 was presented by Professor Hatfield.
ALGEBRA AND THEORY OF NUMBERS

214/. Marshall Hall: Subgroups of finite index in free groups.
A standard representation for subgroups U of free groups is given in a paper (M. Hall and T. Radó, On Schreier systems in free groups, Bull. Amer. Math. Soc. Abstract 53-11-357) to appear in the Transactions of the American Mathematical Society. Using this representation, some new relationships are established for subgroups of finite index. In particular, the total length of a system of generators for U is given in terms of the total length of coset representatives. Also a formula is found giving the number of distinct subgroups of index n in the free group with r generators. (Received January 22, 1948.) 215/. Sam Perlis and Gordon Walker: A generalization and new proof of a theorem on scalar extensions of a field.
The following theorem is established. Let K(<f>) be a separable finite extension of the field K> and F be any scalar extension of K. Let the minimum function f(x) of <f> over K have the irreducible factorization f(x) = Ü^/tOtf) in the polynomial domain (t) in which x is the variable function and the ctj(t) form a C. O. N. on 0 £t^ 1. In the present case, the authors have taken ctj(t) to be 2 1 ' 2 cos C/-l/2)ir*. (Received January 19, 1948.) 217. Evelyn Frank: Orthogonality properties of C-fractions. II.
This paper constitutes an extension to the general case of special orthogonality relations for «-regular and regular C-fractions previously considered by the author (Bull. Amer. Math. Soc. Math. vol. 68 (1946) ). Let the sequence {c p } be the coefficients of the power series corresponding to the C-fraction, and let S be defined as the operator which replaces every z* by c p+ i in any polynomial upon which it operates. Then the orthogonality relations The Jensen-Walsh theorems on the zeros of the derivative of a real polynomial are generalized to real rational functions of the form F(z) = Z^P/e**** /(z-Cj) with | Ù)J\ <7r/2 in this paper. By Kj is denoted the circle passing through the points Cj and Cj and having its center at a point kj such that angle öj> q, kj measured counterclockwise is w/. It is then proved that all the real zeros of F(z) lie in the interval containing both all the real Cj and all the kj, that between any two real Cj lie an odd number of zeros of F(z) and that on any interval of the real axis containing no q there lies at most one real zero of F{z). It is also proved that no non-real zero of F(z) may lie outside of all the circles Kj and that, iî m^n points Cj lie in a region R consisting of the closed interiors of some Kj but not overlapping the closed interiors of the remaining Kj, then at least m -1 and at most Wi+1 zeros of F(z) lie in R. By iteration these theorems applied to the sequence of real rational functions
where Bickley and Schlichting solved the equations of the velocity distribution in a steady two-dimensional laminar jet in incompressible fluid. In the present paper the problem of jets in compressible viscous fluids is solved. The following equations were taken into account: two equations of motion, continuity, state and energy. The two velocity components, the density and the temperature are given in the forms of the sequences of functions. (Received January 14, 1948.) is a compact continuum with a convex metric Di and M\ intersects M^ then there is a convex metric Dz on Mi+Mt that preserves D\ on Mi. A necessary and sufficient condition that a compact «-dimensional metric space have a convex metric is that it be locally connected. (Received January 24, 1948.) 225. S. B. Myers: Spaces of continuous functions.
Let B(X) be the Banach space of all real bounded continuous functions on a completely regular space X. A subspace M of B(X) is called completely regular over X if given any closed set KdXand any xoÇzX-K, there is a bÇ^Msuch that b(xo) ~\\b\\ and, for xÇzK, sup |&(#)| <||&||.The author has previously shown (Ann. of Math, vol. 49 (1948) ) that if B is a Banach space there is at most one compact X such that B is equivalent to a linear subspace of B(X) completely regular over X. A further study is made here of the space B(X) and its subspaces completely regular over X. For example, although B(X) cannot be reflexive unless X is finite, and B{X) cannot be separable unless X is compact metric, nevertheless (1) if X is separable metric, there is a closed separable linear subspace of B{X) which is completely regular over X, (2) if X is homeomorphically imbeddable in euclidean «-space, there is an «4-2-dimensional linear subspace of B(X) completely regular over X. (Received January 24, 1948.) R. H. BRUCK,
Associate Secretary
